Psychic Golden Light Offers Accurate Tarot
Readings Online and in Chatroom - free minutes
offered after each call
January 18, 2012
San Francisco, CA (RPRN) 01/18/12 —
Golden Light makes it easy for people in
need to obtain an accurate and
truthful psychic reading
Golden Light psychic reader, Reiki Master
and professional tarot card reader now
offers chatroom at the same low-rate than
her phone reading.
You can now reach her by phone at 1-888626-7386 #10966 and in
the Chatroom or online.
Golden Light has been reading tarot cards
for the past twenty years while also
pursuing a passion in the healing field as a Reiki healer under the guidance of the great Reiki
teacher Steve Murray.
I know how he feels

She is a professional woman, a mother with a great heart who understands what you are going
through. And she knows what he or she feels. Her cards reveal these mysteries to her. Her expertise
is love and career.
Her ability to read was revealed to her as a child when she successfully predicted a car accident and
other events of importance to members of her family.
Her clients rave about her gift.
"You are wonderful as always! - Lori
'Golden Light is an AMAZING psychic reader! She's an upfront; tell it like it is reader with a direct but
loving delivery. TRUST"- Claire
Wonderful Wonderful Wonderful! She has helped me to reach a peaceful place in my life after many
hard tomes! - Mary
Golden Light ‘readings are much
more than predictions. As a Reiki Master for over ten years,
they are truly psychic guidance that allows the caller to grow
spiritually, heal and follow a life path of fulfillment.
Her tarot cards always tell the truth and the predictions are
very accurate. Free minutes are always offered to all of her
callers following each and every reading.
Golden Light starts her reading with making sure that the
caller is calm and is a receptive state. She breathes deeply
three times and connects to you, then will ask the name of all
the parties involved, ask for a specific question and let her
guide do the rest.
But what are tarot cards?

Divination using playing cards is in
evidence as early as 1540 in a book
entitled The Oracles of Francesco
Marcolino da Forli.

Unlike a regular card deck, Tarot cards are a highly symbolic deck of cards consisting of 22 Major
Arcana cards, and 56 Minor Arcana cards.
The meaning of Arcana is secrets or mysteries, which is why the ability to "read" the symbols lays an
important role in the gift of the tarot practioner. Everyone can learn to read the cards and benefit from

important role in the gift of the tarot practioner. Everyone can learn to read the cards and benefit from
the experience.
There are also Minor Arcana suits which consist of 4 court cards including the king, queen, knight
and page in addition to 10 numbered cards.
A spread can be a quick yes or no pattern, a three ace spread, a Celtic spread or any number of other
popular ones. After they are laid out the questioner turns over the appropriate number of cards for the
spread and then the diviner, or card reader, deciphers them to expose the very mysteries the cards
represent.
Tarot has been around since the Egyptian time and will continue to fascinate and guide for centuries
to come.
Follow her on Twitter at https://twitter.com/#!/goldenlightkeen @goldenlightkeen
A SPECIAL NOTE: A READER IS NOT A LICENSED THERAPIST. IF YOU HAVE MENTAL
PROBLEMS, PLEASE SEEK THE PROPER HELP.
READINGS ARE FOR ENTERTAINMENT
PURPOSES ONLY AND NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR MENTAL HELP, NOR SHOULD A READER
EVER TAKE THE PLACE OF A DOCTOR, LAWYER, OR ANY OTHER LICENSED PROFESSIONAL.
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